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Introduction
•

•

•
•
•

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is one of the most
common disorders of the hand and wrist in the United
States, with nearly 600,000 surgical interventions
performed annually
Carpal tunnel release (CTR) has been demonstrated to
be an effective treatment with minimal recurrence or
subsequent complications
Prior studies fail to capture the full breadth of
socioeconomic variables impacting access to care
Social Deprivation Index (SDI) can better quantify social
determinants of health
The aim of this study was to evaluate the demographic
factors and social determinants of health affecting
whether a patient undergoes CTR after a diagnosis of
CTS

Methods
•

•
•

•

•

Adult patients (≥18 years old) diagnosed with CTS in
the New York Statewide Planning and Research
Cooperative System (SPARCS) database from 20112018
Multivariable logistic regression analysis to determine
the likelihood of having CTR (CPT: 64721, 29848)
Variables included SDI, Charlson comorbidity index,
age, sex, race, ethnicity, and insurance status to assess
associations with non-surgical or surgical treatment
SDI is an index from 1-100 based on: percent living in
poverty, percent with less than 12 years of education,
percent single parent household, percent living in
rented housing unit, percent living in overcrowded
housing unit, percent of households without a car, and
percent non-employed adults under 65 years of age
P-value ≤0.05 considered significant across all analyses

Results
Cohort Analysis
• 92,921 patients with CTS; 30,043 (32.3%) patients received CTR
• No surgery group: Younger, higher social deprivation, increased
incidence of female sex, Hispanic ethnicity, non-White race,
Medicaid, Self-pay, and higher number of comorbidities
• White patients’ surgical rate (44.1%), over twice rate among African
Americans (19.1%)
Disparities Analysis
• Older age and worker’s compensation compared to private insurance
had increased odds of surgery
• Female sex had lower odds of surgery compared to males
• Asian, African American, and Other races had decreased odds of
surgery relative to White race
• Patients of Hispanic ethnicity had decreased odds of surgery
compared to non-Hispanic ethnicity
• Patients with Medicare, Medicaid, or self-pay insurance all had
decreased odds of surgery compared to private insurance
• Higher social deprivation was also associated with decreased odds of
surgery

Conclusions
•

•

•
•

First study to utilize the SPARCS database to evaluate the
demographic and socioeconomic differences between patients who
did or did not undergo CTR after a diagnosis of CTS
Patients with non-private insurance, non-White race, and from areas
with higher social deprivation scores had decreased odds of receiving
CTR
SDI provides an example of one such strategy that could be used to
highlight communities who are more at risk of health inequalities
Considering the relationship between differential care and health
disparities, it is critical to define the disparities involved and to
increase physician awareness to promote appropriate management
of CTS

